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Noted last week how the bear cross of the 
SMI often leads to weakness in price. This 
week was no different. Signal played out 
as expected

Price was rejected at textbook level. The rally stalled at 
the perfect 100% projection from the January rally of 
equal distance and at key 4200 supply level. 



Do Soybeans work higher out of 
this consolidation? 



Soybean Oil is one to keep an eye on. If price 
continues to base out while SMI works off 
bear cross and can put in a bull cross lower, 
would be one to try to the upside. 



Held 725 pivot low and trying to break 
DTL and cheat pivot around 775





Support being tested as daily squeeze looks to 
fire down and SMI has bear roll. Personally, I 
like Bitcoin as a short, and see it getting a lot 
cheaper as the Macro picture plays out. 



XBI with bear flag 
trigger in daily squeeze 
with SMI rolling over. 



Talked about this in last note. 
Bear flag trigger short on 
Friday with daily squeeze in 
play and SMI rolling over. 

The downtrend is picture 
perfect but my god, how 
much lower can this go? 

Classic swing short setup I talk about on 
Bullishgrowthstocks.com



Nice shelf break lower in a sector that I 
think only can head lower given the 
macro environment we are in. Look at 
consumer credit growth. Buy now, pay 
never? 



I like Wood lower as it breaks down on heavy 
volume with long weekly squeeze in play and MACD 
still in bear mode. I am also very bullish on the 
thought housing is way overpriced and supply is 
about to explode higher causing massive slowdown 
in building. 



Another classic downtrend 
continuation flag break in a group 
that I can not imagine will hold up 
well with what might be coming to 
fruition in the economy. 


